Weekly Schedule Bio 241
Week 4: Oct 8-12, 2012

Monday: 10-8-12
   Quiz: Skull bones, sutures and special features of the skull
       1. Study page 2-3 of bone diagram packet
       2. Labeling diagrams. Worth 13 points.
       3. **Spelling Counts!**

   Topic: Signaling molecules and receptors.
       1. Note pages: 3.4-3.6
       2. Text pages: 414-421

   Vertebra
       1. Bone packet: pages 4-6
       2. Text pages: 218-223

______________________________
Laboratory: No Tuesday Laboratory: College Issues Day.
Will hold an open lab on Wednesday if you would like to come in and look at
slides or practice on the skull.
______________________________
Thursday: 10-11-12
   Quiz: Nervous Tissue (12 multiple choice)
       1. Note pages: 1.11-1.14
       2. Text pages: 387-395
       3. Nervous Tissue Worksheet

   Due: Nervous tissue worksheet (Worth 5 points)

   Topic: Ion Channels, Membrane and Action Potentials
       1. Text pages: 79-81, 395-407
       2. Note pages: 3.6-3.9 (top)
       3. Interactive Physiology (**Really Great! Take a look**)

______________________________
Quiz Next Monday: Vertebra (12 labeling)
       1. Study bone packet pages: 4-top of 6
       2. Text pages: 218-223